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Idea:  At the end of the month make a list of 10 things you learned in October

Goldenrod Everywhere!

It is finally October, and in the Meeting of the Great Rivers
ecoregion we are seeing goldenrod all over the place,
bringing to mind Mary Oliver's poem
Goldenrod which honors this month's special native
blooming flower with delightfully descriptive phrases like
"On roadsides, in fall fields, in rumpy bunches, saffron
and orange and pale gold, ...full of bees and yellow beads
and perfect flowerletsand orange butterflies... All day on
their airy backbones they toss in the wind, they
bend...they rise in a stiff sweetness, in the pure peace of
giving one's gold away."  

The spirit of this month in nature seems to be  giving oneself away. Observe your local area and
make a list of all the beings giving themselves away. Rest in the peace of the season and the giving
away - and observe this same spirit in yourself.            

October 4: Feast of Saint Francis of Assisi

Every October 4th, the Feast of St. Francis celebrates one who saw all created beings as brother
or sister and one who gave himself away to them. Inspired by this example, Catholic Climate
Covenant produces a free educational program to help you and/or your faith community explore
how it can better care for creation and those living in poverty. This year's program, "Who Is My
Neighbor In A Climate - Threatened World?" focuses on the interconnections between immigration,
refugees, and climate change. To receive the 90-minute educational program visit the web site for
the "Catholic Climate Covenant".

October 7: A Taste of the Farm, a Fundraiser to
Benefit La Vista CSA Farm         5:00 - 7:00 PM
(An opportunity to give some of yourself away!)
This is a community gathering and fundraising dinner with farm to table fare.
Come, share the harvest and taste unique dishes made using our garden
vegetables. Held at Old Bakery Beer Company, 400 Landmarks Boulevard,



Alton, IL. $50 per person and $90 per couple. Beer tasting and appetizers
from 5 - 5:30. Live music. Send a check to La Vista Farm 4350 Levis Lane,
Godfrey, IL 62035

October 9 : Monthly Work Day in the Nature Preserve         9:30 - Noon
 
A faithful group of dedicated volunteers are working to restore and maintain the health of the 16-acre
nature preserve at La Vista. Monthly we enjoy removing honeysuckle and trash and feeling a sense
that we are doing something very practical to "care for our common home". We have fun in the
process. Please join us, weather permitting. Register by emailing us using the address given
above.

November 3: In Pursuit of Silence, A Quiet Afternoon of Reflection
1:00 - 4:30 PM

Our afternoon of reflection begins with
viewing the DVD In Pursuit of Silence, a
meditative exploration of silence and the
impact of noise on our lives. This film takes
us on a journey around the globe, inspiring
us to experience silence while celebrating
the wonders of our world.
Afterward, you'll have time on the land to
enjoy autumn and the quieting of nature,
when crickets cease calling, and leaves
gently fall to the ground. You are
encouraged to bring your journal, lawn chair
and water bottle. We'll re-gather for a
conclusion together and time to share
refreshments provided.

Cost: Thank you for leaving a donation to support La Vista's programming.
Registration: Email the address given above in the banner.

SAVE THE DATE ---  Winter Solstice   Saturday, December 22, 7:00 - 9:00 pm




